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Abstract

Recently, model-based retrieval has emerged as
a new paradigm in text retrieval that discards
the index in the traditional retrieval model and
instead memorizes the candidate corpora us-
ing model parameters. This design employs
a sequence-to-sequence paradigm to generate
document identifiers, which enables the com-
plete capture of the relevance between queries
and documents and simplifies the classic index-
retrieval-rerank pipeline. Despite its attractive
qualities, there remain several major challenges
in model-based retrieval, including the discrep-
ancy between pre-training and fine-tuning, and
the discrepancy between training and inference.
To deal with the above challenges, we propose
a novel two-stage model-based retrieval ap-
proach called TOME, which makes two major
technical contributions, including the utiliza-
tion of tokenized URLs as identifiers and the
design of a two-stage generation architecture.
We also propose a number of training strategies
to deal with the training difficulty as the corpus
size increases. Extensive experiments and anal-
ysis on MS MARCO and Natural Questions
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
approach, and we investigate the scaling laws
of TOME by examining various influencing
factors.

1 Introduction

Information retrieval systems have undergone con-
tinuous development over the past few decades,
with the aim of obtaining relevant resources, such
as documents, in response to a user query from
a vast collection. With the recent success of Pre-
trained Language Models (PLMs) (Devlin et al.,
2019; Raffel et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2023), re-
searchers have developed PLM-based dense retriev-
ers (Lin et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2022), which
utilize dual-encoders and nearest neighbor search

∗The work was done during the internship at Baidu.
† Corresponding authors.

index for retrieval and achieve significant improve-
ments over sparse retrievers.

More recently, a new retrieval paradigm, known
as model-based retrieval (Tay et al., 2022; Zhou
et al., 2022c), has been introduced by developing
an alternative architecture for retrieval. In contrast
to traditional retrieval methods, it does not explic-
itly maintain a corpus index, thereby simplifying
the classic index-retrieve-rerank process. Typically,
a model-based retrieval system is built based on a
sequence-to-sequence generation model with an
encoder-decoder architecture, such as T5 (Raffel
et al., 2020) and BART (Lewis et al., 2020). It
accepts a query as input and directly generates the
corresponding document identifier via the genera-
tion model.

Despite its attractive benefits in simplifying the
retrieval pipeline, model-based retrieval still faces
following major challenges.

• Firstly, since the retrieval task is framed as a
prediction task of document identifiers, mak-
ing it crucial to design document identifiers
that are well-suited to the underlying generative
PLM. However, this issue is rarely discussed
in prior research, and most existing approaches
employ manually or randomly constructed iden-
tifiers (i.e., docids) as generation targets. Such
docids are not adequately captured in the pre-
training stage of the generative PLM, thus limit-
ing PLM’s capabilities for generative prediction
(e.g., unseen docids during pre-training). This
creates a discrepancy between the pre-training
and fine-tuning phases.

• Secondly, there is a discrepancy between train-
ing and inference in the single-model generative
architecture. While most existing studies incor-
porate multi-task learning (Tay et al., 2022) and
auxiliary pre-training tasks (Zhou et al., 2022b)
to model both documents and queries during
training, the model only processes queries dur-
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Figure 1: The illustration of the proposed two-stage generation approach.

ing inference, resulting in a gap between the
training and inference stages.

To this end, in this paper, we propose a
novel TwO-stage Model-based rEtrieval approach,
TOME (as illustrated in Figure 1), which makes
two major technical contributions.

• Firstly, we suggest using tokenized URLs (or
URIs) as text identifiers, which are widely avail-
able for web pages or Wikipedia pages 1. By
using URL-based identifiers, the tokenized sym-
bols are well aligned with the vocabulary of the
generative PLM, thereby enhancing the gener-
ative capacity of the PLM. URLs are typically
comprised of normal text, as opposed to manu-
ally or randomly constructed identifiers. As a
result, such an identifier design can be used to
help alleviate the gap between pre-training and
fine-tuning.

• Secondly, our approach decomposes the predic-
tion task into two consecutive stages, namely
passage generation and URL generation, which
are fulfilled by two separate T5-based genera-
tion models, respectively. The first stage aims to
generate a relevant passage in the corpus based
on the query, while the second stage aims to
generate the corresponding URL of the gener-
ated passage from the first stage. This two-stage
architecture can reduce the discrepancy between
training and inference. In addition, the entire
generation process is progressive. Consequently,
the second stage is capable of tolerating errors
that may be introduced by the preceding stage
and generates correct URLs.

Moreover, we discover that optimizing model-
based retrieval becomes a challenging task when
dealing with a vast corpus. As a result, we pro-
pose a number of improved training strategies to
optimize the generation models, including query
augmentation, passage length reduction, and model
scaling.

1Regarding to other types of documents, we can use tok-
enized URIs as the identifiers.

To verify the effectiveness of TOME, we con-
duct extensive experiments on the publicly avail-
able MS MARCO and NQ datasets. Experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method, including the URL identifier design
and the two-stage generation process. Additionally,
case studies indicate that the second stage can tol-
erate errors induced by the first stage. Furthermore,
we investigate the scaling laws of TOME by exam-
ining different model sizes, corpus sizes, and text
lengths. We anticipate that these experimental re-
sults will facilitate further research on model-based
retrieval.

2 Related Works

Text Retrieval. Text retrieval endeavors to find
textual information related to a query from a
large candidate corpus. Early studies on sparse
retrieval focused on term matching by utilizing
sparse representations and inverted indices, such
as BM25 (Robertson et al., 2009). In recent
years, with the resurgence of neural networks
and the emergence of pre-trained language mod-
els (PLMs) (Devlin et al., 2019; Raffel et al., 2020),
dense retrieval achieves better performance beyond
traditional sparse retrieval on multiple tasks (Khat-
tab and Zaharia, 2020; Karpukhin et al., 2020;
Xiong et al., 2021; Qu et al., 2021). The dense
retrieval and the technique of approximate near-
est neighbor search have been widely adopted in
various applications (Oguz et al., 2020; Ren et al.,
2021a,b; Asai et al., 2021; Ren et al., 2022; Zhou
et al., 2022a). Recently, Zhao et al. (2022) have
made a very comprehensive survey about the re-
cent progress of dense retrieval based on PLMs,
and we refer the readers to this survey paper for
more details.

Model-based Retrieval. Both sparse retrieval
and dense retrieval rely on explicit indices. Re-
cently, researchers have proposed model-based re-
trieval (a.k.a., generative retrieval) models (Met-
zler et al., 2021; Tay et al., 2022). These methods
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consider model parameters as retrieval indices and
directly generate the identifiers of related docu-
ments. Such an idea is initially proposed for entity
retrieval (Cao et al., 2021), which autoregressively
generates unique entity identifiers. Following this
approach, researchers have introduced sequence-
to-sequence encoder-decoder architecture for doc-
ument retrieval (Zhou et al., 2022c; Bevilacqua
et al., 2022; Zhuang et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022;
Lee et al., 2022; Chen et al., 2022; Zhou et al.,
2022b). As discussed in the previous section, there
still remain issues with model-based retrieval, in-
cluding the discrepancy between pre-training and
fine-tuning, and the discrepancy between training
and inference. Our work tries to deal with these is-
sues with a two-stage generation architecture with
URL identifiers.

3 Approach

In this section, we first introduce the task formula-
tion, followed by the description of the proposed
two-stage generation approach TOME.

3.1 Task Formulation

In this work, we consider the task of text retrieval,
which aims to find relevant text resources (e.g.,
documents) related to a query from a large corpus.
We further assume that these texts can be accessed
by an associated URL2 (or URI).

To develop our approach, we adopt the re-
cently proposed model-based paradigm for text
retrieval (Tay et al., 2022; Zhuang et al., 2022).
For retrieval, a model-based retrieval model takes a
query q as input and uses the text-to-text model to
generate the identifier y (length n) of the relevant
document in an autoregressive manner, with the
conditional probability:

PrM(y|q) =
n∏

i=1

PrM(yi|y<i, q), (1)

where yi denotes the i-th output token in the identi-
fier y, y<i denotes the previous tokens y1, . . . , yi−1,
and M represents the PLM. The identifier can be
an atomic token or a string (Tay et al., 2022). In
our setting, it is assigned to an associated URL of
a text (refer to Section 3.2.1). Typically, a gener-
ative pre-trained language model (PLM) with an

2For the passages in a Web page, we can append specific
postfix (e.g., tab symbol) to the document URL or simply
share the same document URL for within-document passages.

encoder-decoder architecture is employed to im-
plement the text-to-text model (e.g., T5), which
is typically optimized by a cross-entropy loss as
follows:

L(M) = − log PrM(y|q)

= −
n∑

i=1

log
(
PrM(yi|y<i, q)

)
. (2)

The key to model-based retrieval is to design a
generative architecture that employs suitable docu-
ment identifiers, and to develop effective training
methods that can effectively associate queries to
the identifiers of documents. Next, we expound our
approach in detail.

3.2 Model Architecture
In this section, we first introduce the design of doc-
ument identifiers, and then present the two-stage
generation architecture.

3.2.1 Identifier Design
Existing studies typically use docids to represent
a document (Tay et al., 2022; Zhuang et al., 2022).
These docids are often randomly generated or man-
ually constructed, which may not exist in real-
world text corpora. However, the generative PLM
is pre-trained based on large-scale text corpora,
leading to a discrepancy between pre-training and
fine-tuning.

Different from previous approaches, we con-
sider a tokenized form of URLs as the docids.
We directly treat the URL as a text string and
tokenize it into a sequence of tokens using a
T5 tokenizer. For instance, a sample URL
‘https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nevada’ can be to-
kenized to {‘https’, ‘://’, ‘en’, ‘.’, ‘wikipedia’, ‘.’,
‘org’, ‘/’, ‘wiki’, ‘/’, ‘N’, ‘e’, ‘vada’}. We use the
token sequence as the prediction target of the gen-
erative PLM, following the generation formula of
Equation (1). It is worth noting that Ultron (Zhou
et al., 2022b) also uses URLs as identifiers, where
a URL is reversed and only used as part of an iden-
tifier (also involving titles and domains). As a
comparison, we solely utilize tokenized URLs as
the identifier, without any additional processing.

Compared to non-linguistic docids, URLs typi-
cally contain more meaningful tokens in the form
normal text and widely exist in real-world text cor-
pora, making them more suitable to modeling and
prediction using generative PLMs. During decod-
ing, we can directly adopt the general text decoding
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method to generate the URL, without resorting to
limited search strategies such as constrained beam
search (Tay et al., 2022; Bevilacqua et al., 2022).
Since these tokenized symbols often overlap among
different URLs (e.g., web pages from the same do-
mains), they naturally derives semantic strings as
the clustering method in DSI (Tay et al., 2022).

3.2.2 Two-stage Generation Architecture
The objective of the generative model for retrieval
is to establish a correlation between a query and its
corresponding docid (i.e., URL). However, owing
to the scarcity of annotated data, various improved
strategies such as multi-task learning (Tay et al.,
2022) or pre-training (Zhou et al., 2022b) have
been proposed. Typically, a model processes both
documents and queries during training, while it
processes only queries during inference, resulting
in the discrepancy between training and inference.
To tackle this issue, we propose a two-stage genera-
tion approach with two different generation models:
one for passage generation and the other for URL
generation, as shown in Figure 1.

Passage Generation. In the first stage, we employ
a T5-based passage generation model to map an
input query to the passage content according to
Equation (1). The generated passage is anticipated
as a relevant passage in the corpus that can provide
an answer to the query. The objective of the pas-
sage generation model is to memorize the passages
in the corpus, so as to generate the passages with
utmost precision. It is trained with query-passage
pairs, where each pair comprises a query and a
passage from the document, along with the cor-
responding labeled URL. Different from existing
methods (Tay et al., 2022; Bevilacqua et al., 2022),
we do not utilize any data structure to restrict the
decoding process and simply use greedy search
to generate an individual result for a query in an
autoregressive manner, which has a high decod-
ing efficiency. By incorporating the intermediate
passage generation, our approach can mitigate the
training-inference discrepancy that the query en-
coder also needs to process documents (Tay et al.,
2022).

URL Generation. In the second stage, another
T5-based PLM is employed to predict the corre-
sponding URL as the retrieval result, utilizing the
passage generated by the passage generation model
as input. The URL is generated by means of greedy
search decoding in a similar manner as in Equa-

tion (1). The URL generation model is trained with
passage-URL pairs, where each pair comprises a
passage and its corresponding URL. The objective
of the URL generation model is to memorize all
the URLs in the corpus, so as to map a generated
passage related to a query to a corresponding URL.
Meanwhile, even if the generated passages contain
some irrelevant content or noise, this stage can still
make reliable predictions since it can employ long
passages as the context, rather than short queries.

Overall, such a two-stage generation approach
can more effectively capture the semantic related-
ness between queries and identifiers by both reduc-
ing the training-inference discrepancy and enrich-
ing the generation context, which is specifically
tailored for model-based retrieval.

3.3 Training

For both the passage generation model and the
URL generation model, we optimize them inde-
pendently by utilizing the cross-entropy loss for
optimizing standard T5 models, as shown in Equa-
tion (2). Nevertheless, optimizing model-based
retrieval approaches (Zhuang et al., 2022; Wang
et al., 2022) is a challenging task as they essen-
tially require memorizing the corpus information,
and generating long text also poses challenges in
model convergence. In this part, we further pro-
pose several strategies for improving the training
of our approach.

Query Augmentation. Generating pseudo queries
is proven to be effective in improving the perfor-
mance of model-based retrieval (Wang et al., 2022;
Zhuang et al., 2022). Here, we utilize query gener-
ation for constructing the training data for passage
generation. Specifically, we take the passage col-
lection as the corpus, and use an existing query gen-
eration model (i.e., DocT5query (Nogueira et al.,
2019)) trained on the labeled dataset to generate
multiple pseudo queries for each passage in the
corpus. Following DSI-QG (Zhuang et al., 2022),
we use the top-k sampling strategy for query gen-
eration, and set k up to 20. The generated pseudo
queries and their corresponding passages are then
used to construct query-passage pairs as the train-
ing data for the passage generation model. Such
a query augmentation method can significantly in-
crease the availability of training data, and also
enhance the generalization capability of the model
for different queries.
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Reducing the Passage Length. Since passages
are much longer than URLs, passage generation
is more complicated than URL generation. In the
generation task, a more extensive generation tar-
get results in larger search space, which typically
leads to a decrease in efficiency and effectiveness.
While, in our approach, passage generation serves
as an indirect step for predicting the URL, so that
we consider reducing the passage length for im-
proving the training efficiency. For this purpose,
we shorten the maximum truncation length of the
passage, from 128 to 32. However, reducing the
passage length will probably results in a informa-
tion loss, thus hurting the generation performance.
As the solution, we concatenate the title (a short
text) and the shortened passage for enhancing the
contained semantics. We also add prompts before
titles and passage contents like “title:” or “passage:”
for better generation performance.

Increasing Model Scale. Model-based retrieval
requires a strong memorization capacity from the
generative PLM, especially for our approach that in-
volves a passage generation stage. Besides, scaling
up the text corpus will significantly increase the
difficulty of corpus memorization, and the PLM
with a small parameter scale will have a limited
memorization capacity when the data scale reaches
a certain level. Considering the two aspects, we
scale the model size accordingly and employ a
larger PLM when necessary. Specifically, we use
T5-large (the first stage is more difficult) and T5-
base for the two stages of our approach on a small
corpus (e.g., subsets of MS MARCO), respectively.
Further, we increase them to T5-3B and T5-large
accordingly on a large corpus (e.g., the full set of
MS MARCO). Besides the improved capacity, we
find that using a larger model size is also useful
in improving the convergence rate (as detailed in
Section 5.4).

4 Experimental Settings

This section describes the major experimental set-
tings, including datasets, evaluation metrics, base-
lines and implementation details.

4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

Datasets. We conduct experiments on two public
available datasets, namely MS MARCO (Nguyen
et al., 2016) Passage Ranking and Natural Ques-
tions (NQ) (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019). (1) MS

MARCO contains Bing search queries as well as
passages from web documents, making it one of
the largest web search datasets to date, with a full
corpus of over 8.8 million passages. In addition, we
also consider two subsets, each containing 100K
and 1M passages, by following (Tay et al., 2022;
Zhuang et al., 2022). Based on the MS MARCO
Question Answering dataset, we extract the URLs
associated with the passages, selecting a random
URL if a passage contains multiple URLs (2) The
NQ dataset is a question answering dataset where
the query data is collected from Google search
logs, and the document data is from Wikipedia. We
use the NQ320K version by following NCI (Wang
et al., 2022), which contains 320K labeled query-
document pairs and 100K documents. We collect
abstracts of documents as intermediate-generated
passages.

Evaluation Metric. Following previous works,
we adopt Hits@1 as the evaluation metric. This
metric is calculated as the percentage of queries to
which the top-1 generation result is positive. Since
the outputs of models at different stages are either
passage texts or URL texts, unlike the conventional
MS MARCO evaluation by determining whether
the retrieved identifiers are in the identifier label
list, we evaluate the results by determining whether
it is an exact match to the label text.

4.2 Baselines

For comparison, we chose the following base-
lines including sparse retrieval, dense retrieval, and
model-based retrieval.

BM25 (Robertson et al., 2009) is a classi-
cal sparse retriever that uses the inverted in-
dex to find relevant passages by term overlap.
DPR (Karpukhin et al., 2020) and ANCE (Xiong
et al., 2021) are two representative dense retrievers
that adopts dual-encoder architecture. For model-
based retrievers, DSI (Tay et al., 2022) is a pi-
oneer work for model-based retrieval that uses
a sequence-to-sequence model to map the input
query to the relevant docid. We use the open-source
code released by DSI-QG for reproducing DSI
baseline on MS MARCO. SEAL (Bevilacqua et al.,
2022) is proposed to generate multiple ngrams for
a query with an auxiliary Ferragina Manzini in-
dex. DSI-QG (Zhuang et al., 2022) proposes to
improve DSI with augmented data constructed by
query generation. NCI (Wang et al., 2022) also
utilizes pseudo queries for improving model-based
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retrieval with tailored architecture. Due to the dif-
ferent experimental settings of different methods,
we copy the performance values for some baselines
on NQ in NCI and reproduce all of the baselines on
MS MARCO under the same evaluation strategy.
All the model-based retrieval baselines adopt the
“large” version of PLMs.

4.3 Implementation Details

We conduct our experiments with the deep learning
framework PaddlePaddle (Ma et al., 2019) and nat-
ural language processing toolkit PaddleNLP (Con-
tributors, 2021) on up to 32 NVIDIA Tesla A100
GPUs (with up to 80G RAM).

PLM. The generation models adopted in our work
are initialized with different parameter scales of
T5 (Raffel et al., 2020). In the passage genera-
tion model, we use T5-3B for initialization on MS
MARCO Full, and other models are initialized with
T5-large. In the URL generation model, we use T5-
large for initialization on MS MARCO Full, and
other models are initialized with T5-base.

Hyper-parameters. We adopt Adam optimizer
with a learning rate of 5e-5, and train the models for
a maximum of 3M steps with bf16 mixed precision
strategy. The batchsize is set up to 128, 384 and 80
for T5-base, T5-large and T5-3B, respectively. The
maximal length of queries, passages and URLs are
set as 32, 32 and 80, respectively. The warm-up
step is set as 100K and 10K for passage and URL
generation task, respectively.

Query Augmentation. We adopt the existing
docT5query-large (Nogueira et al., 2019) model
that trained on MS MARCO training set, and gener-
ate 20 and 15 queries per passage for MS MARCO
and NQ, respectively. For training data, we only
use pseudo-labeled data constructed by query gen-
eration on MS MARCO, and use both pseudo-
labeled data and labeled data on NQ.

5 Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, we report the experimental results of
our proposed approach and conduct comprehensive
empirical analysis.

5.1 Main Results

Table 1 and Table 2 report the overall results on
MS MARCO and NQ320K. Based on the results,
we have the following observations:

Methods 100K 1M Full

BM25 (Yang et al., 2017) 58.01 35.20 17.05
DPR (Karpukhin et al., 2020) 71.84 52.52 29.54
DSI (Tay et al., 2022) 11.75 - -
DSI-QG (Zhuang et al., 2022) 65.64 40.43 -

TOME (single-stage) 66.46 43.04 19.32
TOME (two-stage) 71.93 47.19 22.03

Table 1: The Hits@1 results of different methods on
variant corpus scales of MSMARCO.

Methods Hits@1

BM25 (Yang et al., 2017) 15.11
ANCE (Xiong et al., 2021) 52.63
DSI (Tay et al., 2022) 35.60
SEAL (Bevilacqua et al., 2022) 59.93
NCI (Wang et al., 2022) 66.23
DSI-QG (Zhuang et al., 2022) 61.34

TOME (single-stage) 64.93
TOME (two-stage) 66.64

Table 2: The results of different methods on NQ320K.

Comparison with Model-based Retrievers. We
observe that TOME consistently outperforms
model-based retrievers on three subsets of MS
MARCO and NQ320K datasets, thereby demon-
strating the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Moreover, NCI is a competitive baseline on
NQ320K, which uses tailored decoder architecture,
preprocessed semantic docid, and regularization
on top of DSI-QG, while our method is simply
trained with the standard T5 configuration without
any additional processing. We also discover that
DSI-QG is unable to effectively converge when
trained on the MS MARCO Full. We speculate that
random non-linguistic docids become a bottleneck
as the corpus scales up, while the loss can normally
converge when using normal text (e.g., URL) as a
generation target.

Effect of Two-stage Generation Architecture. By
simply substituting the generation target of DSI-
QG from random string docids to URLs (single-
stage of our method), the performance has been im-
proved (refer to DSI-QG and TOME single-stage
in Table 1 and 2), indicating that natural language
identifiers are more suitable for model-based re-
trieval tasks than non-linguistic docids. Further-
more, if we employ the two-stage generation that
includes an intermediate step to generate passages
before generating URLs, the performance will be
further improved (refer to TOME single-stage and
TOME two-stage in Table 1 and 2). Such observa-
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Variants
MS MARCO NQ

100K 320K

TOME (two-stage) 71.93 66.64

w/o prompt 71.49 65.60
w/ increased maxlen 71.80 65.15
w/ reduced pseudo query 69.23 64.73

Table 3: The Hits@1 results of different variants of
TOME on MS MARCO 100K and NQ320K.

tion demonstrates that integrating passage genera-
tion in the process of model-based retrieval leads
to better performance.

Comparison with Dense Retrievers. By adopting
a series of training strategies, we successfully train
TOME on large-scale corpora. However, although
TOME outperforms dense retrieval methods on MS
MARCO 100K and NQ320K, there still remains a
performance gap when compared to DPR on larger
corpora such as MS MARCO 1M and Full. This in-
dicates that our method still has gaps compared to
advanced dense retrieval methods when the corpus
scales up. Since the model-based method necessi-
tates complete memorization of the entire corpus, it
inherently possesses a disadvantage in larger-scale
corpora when compared to dense retrievers, which
needs to be further explored.

5.2 Ablation Study

In this section, we conduct an ablation study to
examine the effectiveness of strategies in TOME.
We report the results on MS MARCO 100K and
NQ320K. Here, we consider three variants based
on TOME for comparison: (a) w/o prompt re-
moves the prompts before titles and passages;
(b) w/ increased maxlen increases the maximum
truncated length of passage from 32 to 128; (c)
w/ reduced pseudo query reduces the amount of
pseudo query to 10 per passage.

Table 3 presents the results for variants of TOME.
We can observe the following findings: (a) The per-
formance drops in w/o prompt, demonstrating that
adding prompts for identifying the title and pas-
sage is helpful for generating better results. (b) The
performance drops in w/ increased maxlen, demon-
strating that due to various training strategies, short-
ening the maximum truncated passage length does
not bring performance loss but reduces the diffi-
culty of training. (c) The performance drops in
w/ reduced pseudo query, demonstrating the effec-
tiveness of generating a large number of pseudo

queries for data augmentation.

5.3 Analysis on Two-stage Generation

In this section, we investigate the generation results
of the passage generation model quantitatively and
qualitatively to showcase the superiority of the pro-
posed two-stage generation approach.

5.3.1 Quantitative Analysis
We quantitatively analyze the generation results on
MSMARCO dev set with the passage generation
models trained on MS MARCO 100K.

First, we are surprised to find that on the entire
dev set, the proportion of generated passages are
the passages exist in the corpus is about 95%. In
cases where the model failed to generate labels
correctly, about 85% of the generated passages
still exist in the corpus. This result indicates that
the model is capable of memorizing the corpus
precisely and is able to generate a retrieval-like re-
sult. Moreover, previous studies of dense retrieval
reveal that there are a lot of false negatives in MS-
MARCO (Qu et al., 2021). We also observe that
approximately 80% of the generation results that
are not labeled as positives but appear in the cor-
pus are false negatives, showing that model-based
retrieval suffers from the same issue of false neg-
atives as dense retrieval. Despite this, the passage
generation model actually has strong generation
capability.

5.3.2 Qualitative Analysis
To explore the generative capabilities of TOME,
we conduct a case study on MSMARCO 100K,
utilizing a maximum truncation length of 128 for
better illustration.

Table 4 gives two sampled queries, along with
their corresponding label passages, evidence pas-
sages (if available) and generated passages. With
respect to the first query, the generated passage is
not exactly the same as the labeled passage. In
comparison with the labeled positive passage, the
second half of the generated passage is altered.
Despite the alteration in the generation passage,
the URL generation model is still able to accu-
rately map it to the correct URL, indicating that
the URL generation model can tolerate changes
introduced by the passage generation model. In
the second example, the model extracts relevant
content from both the label passage and the ev-
idence passage, and then combines the contents
to create the generated passage. It is interesting
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Query Label passages Other evidence passage in the corpus Passages generated by passage generation model

Fin de siecle
meaning

Fin de si cle [(fann duh see-ek-luh)] The end of the
nineteenth century; the phrase is French for end of the
century. Fin de si cle is particularly used to describe
the period’s self-conscious artistic movements and a
sophisticated despair that became popular at . . .

- Fin de si cle [(fann duh see-ek-luh)] The end of the
nineteenth century; the phrase is French for end of the
century. Fin de si cle is particularly used to describe
a period of national despair that ended in the French
Alps, after the French Revolution.

Is ginger good for
sore throat

Foods that heal a sore throat! Ginger: Lots of it eaten
as close to raw as possible. Ginger is an analgesic (a
pain-killer) that may alleviate the pain associated
with a sore throat. It is also a good antibacterial
and antifungal and can help fight the infection
causing your sore throat. I love ginger and use
it a lot whether I have a sore throat or not. I keep a
grater handy and grate fresh ginger into soups . . .

1. Ginger. Ginger, often used for treating
the common cold, can also help with bronchi-
tis.

::
The

:::::::::
anti-inflammatory

::
and

::::::::
immune-boosting

:::::
properties

::::
present

:
in
:::
ginger

:::
help

:::
relieve

:::::
irritated,

::::
inflamed

::
or

::::
swollen

::::
bronchial

::::
tubes. 1 Add half

a teaspoon each of ground ginger, cinnamon and
cloves in a cup of hot water. . . .

:::
Ginger

::
is
:::::::

commonly
:::

used
::

to
:::::

soothe
:::

sore

:::
throats

:::::
because

::
of
::

its
::::::::::

anti-inflammatory
:::

and

::::::::
immune-boosting

:::::::
properties. Ginger is an

analgesic (a pain-killer) that may alleviate the
pain associated with a sore throat. It is also a
good antibacterial and antifungal and can help
fight the infection causing your sore throat. . . .

Table 4: The comparison of the labeled passages and generated passages. The evidence passages are not manually
labeled but contain relevant content. The italic words with underline represents the different parts of two passages,
the

::::::::::::::::::::::::::
italic words with wavy underline and bold words with underline in different passages represent the reference

parts.
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Figure 2: The variation trends of model perplexity or training loss with the increase of training step under different
corpus scales, model scales and maximum truncated length of passages.

to observe that the passage generation model is
capable of summarizing multiple passages.

5.4 Analysis on Scaling

We observe that long text generation poses a chal-
lenge to the convergence of loss, so we investigate
the training efficiency and capability of the model
under varying conditions. In particular, we use the
same computing resource and conduct training on
the passage generation stage (i.e., the first stage)
of TOME. Considering that the trend is similar in
the second stage, it has been omitted here due to
limited space.

Effect on Data Scale. We investigate the impact of
expanding the corpus on model training and exam-
ine whether the model capacity is insufficient when
dealing with a large corpus. We fix the T5-large
model and conduct training on MSMARCO 100K,
1M and Full datasets, respectively, without shorten-
ing the length of passages. We use perplexity (PPL)
to estimate the model capacity and monitor how
perplexity changes as training steps increase. The
results are shown in Figure 2(a). It can be observed
that the perplexity of the T5-large model fails to

converge to a lower level after corpus scale expan-
sion, which illustrates that under this task, a certain
amount of data will lead to the capacity bottleneck
of the model. In addition, the decline rate of per-
plexity slows down on larger corpora, indicating
that models with the same parameter size have low
learning efficiency on a large-scale corpus..

Effect on Model Scale. To investigate the training
characteristics of models with varying parameter
scales, we fixed the data size to a intermediate scale
of 1M, and used T5-base, T5-large and T5-3B mod-
els for training. As depicted in Figure 2(b) shows
the loss convergence of the model with different
parameter sizes as training steps increases. Among
the three scales of models, the T5-base model ex-
hibits the slowest convergence and encounters dif-
ficulties in convergence, while the T5-3B model
with the largest scale of parameters converges the
fastest. This indicates that PLMs with a larger num-
ber of parameters exhibit higher training efficiency,
although with less data processing capability per
step and more parameters to optimize under the
same computing resources.

Effect on Passage Length. In order to investi-
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gate the effect of reducing the length of generated
passages, we fixed the model as T5-large, and con-
ducted experiments on passages with different max-
imum truncated lengths as generation targets on
MSMARCO 1M. Figure 2 shows that after reduc-
ing the maximum truncated length of the generated
passage, the perplexity significantly decreases, in-
dicating that such a strategy is beneficial to miti-
gate the difficulty of the passage generation task.
Moreover, the model exhibited enhanced efficiency
when generating shorter passages.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce TOME, a innovative
two-stage model-based retrieval approach. To im-
plement our approach, we make two major techni-
cal contributions in the design of the identifier and
the architecture of two-stage generation. Moreover,
we also employ a number of training strategies
to better optimize our proposed architecture, es-
pecially on large-scale corpora. Extensive results
demonstrate the effectiveness of TOME. Further-
more, we perform a thorough analysis and sum-
marize the scaling law for the proposed method.
We believe such an idea itself is worthwhile for
exploring in designing new model-based retrieval
architecture.

Limitations

In this work, we adopt a series of strategies for opti-
mizing the generation models when corpus scaling
up. Although we successfully train TOME on large-
scale corpora, there is still a performance gap com-
pared to mainstream dense retrieval methods under
this scenario. This is also one of the limitations
of current model-based retrieval methods, because
this retrieval paradigm requires the model to mem-
orize the entire corpus, unlike dense retrievers that
have strong generalization capability for different
documents in a large corpus. In addition, effective
training on large-scale corpus also requires large-
scale computing resources (up to 32 Tesla A100
80G GPU) and long training time, which will in-
directly generate risks of energy consumption and
emissions.
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